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lntroduction



The pl'oduction and application of radiant energy is an exciting and fast
changing b,uo,in'es$ whieh continues to produce innovations of major im-
portan,ce to our burgeoning society. Sylvania is proud to be a leader in
the developme,nt of a brighter, safer, more productive world through
a growlng list of lighting achievements.

This book has been prepared to introduce you to the people, facilities
and the unusual creative climate which have made thege successes
po$gible. And our past achievements are an indication of future possi-
billties for Sylvania to take a major role in the constructive growth of
our society.

Here you will also find discussions of marketing techniqu,es, descrip-
tions of engineering ectivities and our complete marketing philooophy.
And we discuss p€opl'e, our mogt important resource.

We can,not fully describe in the limited space of this book our 25-plant
manufecturing com,plex, o,ur 22 warehouses and more than 30 district
sales offices; but we hope this outline will indicate the depth of our
product line, breadth of production capabilities, and applications skills.

As always, you are we,Jco,nro to to,ur the Sylvania Lighting Center in
Danvers, Mass., as o,ur guc$t.
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General Telephone
& Electronics

General Telephone & Electronics Corporation
is a communications and manufacturing enterprise

whose highly-diversified operations throughout
the United States and abroad are known as the

"Ceneral System." The Corporation has more than
60 com mu n i cations, man ufactu ring, and research

Subsidiaries with operations in 38 states
and 16 countries abroad.

The telephone Operating companies of the Ceneral
System provide many types of communications

services, ranging all the way from telephone service
for the home or office, to highly complex voice

and data services for industry and national defense.
More than 30 domestic telephone operating

subsidiaries comprise the largest independent
(non-Bell) telephone system in the country, and

international telephone operating subsidiaries
provide service in Canada and the

Dominican Republic.

The manufacturing companies produce a wide
variety of products, ranging from complete

communications systems and telephone
instruments to television sets and

Iighting products.

Ceneral Telephone's revenues and sales exceed
$2 billion annually and its total assets are in

excess of $+.s billion.

Clockwise from center
C. New equipment for data-transmission over telephone

circuits
T.R. Moblle transistorized T.V. transmitter

B.R. Comrnun ications equipment test laboratory at Lenkurt
Electric

B. High reliability printed circuit boards
B,L. High speed print reader-converter for computer link-up

T.L. Te/emetering console of an industrial control system
being checked out fo.r shipment

Opposite Page Rool installation of microwave antennae for
TV and te/ephone transmission.
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L. '12-headed winding machine making coils tor electronic switching
systems

T.C. Research /aser
T.R. laser used to transmiLT.V. pictures
B.L. Specia/ sound laboratory for antenna testing
B.R. Exhiblt ol Sylvania lnternational products

Opposite Page. Electronic automatic switching installation at lndiana
telephone exchange
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The domestic manufactu ring subsidiaries
are Automatic Electric Company, Lenkurt

Electric Co., lnc., and Sylvania Electric
Products Inc. I nternational manufactu ring

subsidiaries are located in Canada,
Europe, Latin America, the Caribbean

area, and the Far East.

The manufacturing companies of the
Ceneral System have 102 Plants

throughout the world - 71 in the
United States and 31 in Canada,

Europe, Latin America, the Caribbean
area, and the Far East. ln

addition to the Plants of GT&E

man ufactu ri n g subsidiaries,
associated manufacturing companies

are located in Great Britain,
Italy, Mexico, and India.

Ceneral Telephone & Electronics
Laboratories I ncorporated is

the research subsidiary of Ceneral
Telephone & Electronics Corporation,

the nation's -lOth Iargest industrial
organization in terms of total assets.

It is the basic responsibility
of GT&E Laboratories to assist

the various subsidiaries of General
Telephone & Electronics in

achieving Iong-range technological
objectives vital to their growth.

This major research organization
is constantly exploring the

limits of scientific knowledge in
many important fields. Much

original research is carried on here
as well as collecting and

evaluating work done at foreign and
domestic subsidiary laboratories.
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A few examples of the exciting growth
products being developed i llustrate

past achievement and future directions.

The Laboratories have developed a

high-energy, low-cost, liquid
laser producing approximately 100

times more energy at room temperature
than was previously possible.

The projection of color images with
laser beams, and creation of three-

dimensional images through special
laser techniques have been pioneered

in the Laboratories. These
accomplishments already are being

applied to solve industrial,
educational, and medical problems.

By combining standard computers/
and advanced telephone switching
equipment, General Telephone &

Electronics Corporation can
provide efficient communications
systems virtually anywhere in the

world. Whether it involves phoning
the house next door or ordering a

missile alert, Ceneral Telephone
& Electronics is continually

seeking ways to improve and
simplify the communications task.

The Laboratories have also
contributed significantly to the

development of i ntegrated ci rcuits.
These incredibly tiny devices,

smaller than the head of a pin,
are highly compact circuits composed

of microscopic etches on minute
silicon chips and hermetically sealed.

They are used to perform numerous
functions with higher reliability,

lower power consumption, and
greater economy than older, larger
types of circuitry. Such devices are
essential to military equipment
which must be compact and reliable.
Without these tiny electronic parts,
space craft and other space and air-
borne electronic equipment would
be impracticable.

The development of telephone data
systems has made possible sophisti-
cated telecommunications systems
for instantaneously retrieving from
computers data for personnel rec-
ords, inventory control, plane reser-
vations, merchandise orders, or simi-
lar information.

Advanced research in areas as di-
verse as heat-with-light, electronic
warning systems/ plasma physics,
solid-state devices, and analytical
studies are continuing activities.

With more than 6300 scientists and
engineers engaged in research,
GT&E has more employees involved
in this single activity than thousands
of this country's firms have total em- 

'

ployees.

Sylvania Electric Products lnc., with
scores of plants and laboratories in
29 states and territories is CT&E's
largest manufacturing subsidiary.
Through Sylvania, General Tele-
phone & Electronics is a leader in
the fields of lighting, electronics,
television-radio, chemistry, and
metallurgy.

T. Electronically driven directing mirror and laser
lor tracking rocket sleds

B. Testing E-A-X automatic exchange at Antwerp,
Belgium, plant

Opposite Page

T.L. Magnified view of integrated-circuit mask
T.R. High-energy liquid laser
B.L. Microwave rclay tower
B.R. Therr.nal bonding of micro-miniature transistors

B
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Sylvania Electric Products lnc.
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Sylvania Electric Products Inc., General Telephone & Electronics'
largest subsidiary, was founded as an electric light bulb producer in
1901. Today, with plants, sales offices, and distribution Centers in 29
states and territories, Sylvania is one of the nation's leading producers
of consumer, military, commercial, and industrial products and
equipment. The ingenuity and imagination which spurred its growth
in the lighting field has enabled Sylvania to become a leader in a
number of other areas, resulting in the establishment of several groups
for the production of a broad range of electrical and electronics
products. These groups are: Sylvania Electronic Systems, Sylvania
Lighting Products, Sylvania Electronic Components, Sylvania Metals
and Chemicals, Sylvania Information Systems, and Sylvania Enter-
tainment Products. From these have come innovations which have
revolutionized photography, aided national defense, education and
manufacturing, and made leisure activity more rewarding.
Among Sylvania Electronic Systems, significant achievements are
design and development of earth stations and satellite antennas for
global communications, anti-intrusion equipment, advanced radar
systems for anti-missile studies, and compact rescue
radios for downed airmen.

L. lonization studies at a Sylvania research laboratory
T.C. Placing incandescent lamp in goniometer to nreasure light output
T.R. B/ackboa rd-by-Wire TV-audio teaching system
B.R. F/aslr lamps |or every purpose

Opposite Page. Satellite communication earth station - Brewster Flat,Washington 15
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Sylvania's leadership in many areas of the
lighting industry has been achieved through

its comprehensive research, ultra-modern
facilities, and people. Today, Sylvania is the

largest manufacturer of photoflash and
projector lamps; the second largest producer

of incandescent and fluorescent lamps; the
developer of the Metalarc lamp; one of the

three largest producers of color and black and
white television picture tubes and receiving
tubes; the developer of the fi rst "rare earth"
phosphor color tube; a leading producer of
phosphors for lighting; a major producer of

metal and plastic parts for industry, and a

pioneer in the thin film technique of
producing micro-ci rcuits.

A particularly interesting example of Sylvania's
research is the Gro-Lux fluorescent plant
growth lamp. This energy source makes

possible commercial cultivation of vegetables
and fruit in areas such as Alaska, which had

previously been totally dependent upon
imported salad crops during its long northern

winter. It also may be used in loft type
buildings, in basements, or in enclosed

buildings in any part of the world, free from
weather, climate, or insect blight.

16
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L. Integated-clrcult test set,up
R. Magnif ied view of nticro-circuit tester

Opposite Page

L. Radar installation
T.R. Slmu/atlon of space vehicle re-entry heating
B.R. C/are-lree roadway lighting
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L. Engineering communications equipment lor helicopters at Williamsville Laboratory

Opposite Page

T.L. Commercial Cro-Lux lamp application
B.L. Cro-Lux lamp horticulture
T.R. F/uoresce nt quality-control r ack
B.C. Blackboard-by-Wire TV monitor in classroom use
B.R. Sylvania high brightness.TV console

'
"**Fc+: =',

r',.-,- -......=. :--:.a*€8;ia;.€E# i{Fh'

As one of the leading companies producing closed circuit television and
related systems, Sylvania equipment is helping to improve teaching methods
and communications systems in schools, colleges, hospitals, communication
and transportation centers. And through its Ultronic Systems subsidiary,
Sylvania is engaged in the development/ manufacture, lease, and servicing of
electronic quotation systems for securities and commodities markets.

One of Sylvania's most exciting yet practical developments for educational
purposes is the "Blackboard-by-Wire" teaching system. This device employs
a unique telephone line system for inter-classroom audio and video
communication, making possible the simultaneous teaching of multiple
classes in different geographical areas from a single point of origin.

Sylvania Electronic Systems, with over-all responsibility for systems
management of Ceneral Telephone & Electronics Corporation's major
Sovernment projects, is active in the research, development/ and production
of advanced electronics for communications, defense, and aerospace
programs. The group's activities cover a complete spectrum/ including
training and simulation systems, data processing, electro-optics, display
systems/ advanced antenna and radar systems/ communications equipment,
and systems for defensive missiles, electronic warfare, navigation, recon-
naissance and security.

This broad capability which has made Sylvania a leader in scores of lighting,
communications and electronics activities.is setting the pace for its
future growth and development.

19
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Sylvania Lighting Products

Responsibility for the development, design, and production o{ architectural, industrial,
and consumer lighting products is assigned to Sylvania Lighting Products. This operating
group is composed of four divisions: Lamp Division, Lighting Equipment Division,
Photolamp Division, and Special Products Division. The group has 25 plants in 13 states.

The Lamp Division with plants ranging from Waldoboro, Me., to Winchester, Ky.,
produces more than 6,000 different types of lamps including fluorescent, incandescent,
mercury/ tungsten-halogen, Metalarc, miniature, and special lamp types.

The Lighting Equipment Division was the world's first fluorescent fixture
operation and is a leading producer of standard, custom-made, and heat-of-light
fixtures. lt has eight plants ranging from Spokane, Wash., to Fall River, Mass.

The four-plant Photolamp Division produces, through a near miracle of
automation, millions of photographic products such as the Flashcube, Flashlamps of
all sizes, Sun Cuns, and special movie, TV, and theatrical light sources.ln 1962
Sylvania's Sun Gun received a special "Oscar" from the movie industry.

Components such as ballasts, transformers, control devices, and Panelescent@

electroluminescent area lighting sources are produced by Special Products
in its seven plants.

The entire Sylvania Lighting Products group insures swift and accurate support of
customer requirements by connecting its 23 manufacturing facilities in 13 states, its
27 warehouses and 30 sales offices with a 20,OOO mile private communications system.
This facilitates instant response to customer requirements and enables Sylvania
to market its products competitively and efficiently.

24
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Opposite Page. Original design crystal melting turnace lor high

production of quartz tubing
T.L. F/uorescent testing drum
T.R. View of world's Iargest goniometer testing light output
B.L. Panelescent materials research laboratory
B.R. lighting Products' top management meeting
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The world's most modern lighting and radiant energy research center is located
in the-185,000-square-foot Sylvania Lighting Center at Danvers, Mass.
Here in amaze of laboratories and test facilities, physicists, crystallographers,
phosphor chemists, electrical and electronic engineers are involved in the search
for newer, better, and more efficient light sources. The research laboratory has
a complement of several hundred scientists and engineers whose success is
demonstrated by an ever-growing list of patents and inventions.

lncluded in the facility is the world's largest goniometer. This device measures
the actual distribution of light from a source by rotating a Iight-sensing
device in a 3O-foot circle around the energy source or fixture.

The lighting laboratories utilize the most advanced scientific equipment
for testing and evaluation of potential product development. Spectroscopy,
gas chromatography, environmental, radiometric, and photometric testing
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Research & Development

T.L. Discussion of bench test set-up
T.C. fest measurenlents in Pane/escent development laboratory
B.L. C/ass blowing to form lamp model
B.C. Projection of lamp tilament tor inspection
R. Reac/ing data ott graphic test equipnrent

Opposite Page

L. Analogue computer linked to test rack
T.R. Experimental laboratory lor lamp design
B.R. Measurement of lamp characteristics 31



and computerized evaluation studies are typical laboratory activities. A pilot
phosphor plant develops and standardizes new formulas for fluorescent and
allied products. lnfrared and ultra-violet sources are investigated for new
applications in painting, curing, sterilization, baking, and reprographic devices.
A recent development with broad architectural implications is the heat-with-light
concept where warmth produced as a by-product of light is utilized for space
heating. A complete installation has been built in the laboratory for the further
development and evaluation of fixtures which will light and heat commercial
buildings in the future.

Many laboratory activities are joint efforts involving other groups such as
quality assurance specialists or manufacturing methods engineers. of primary
c-oncern is the early integration of new radiant energy developments with
the manufacturing and quality control capabilities o] the plants so that
the final product will measure up to Sylvania,s rigid standards.

32



Opposite Page. Operator at glass lorming machine
L. Removing sample f rom environmental test chamber
C. Chemistry I aboratory
R. Fixture belng tested in goniometer roott'r
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Products Over the past several decades, Sylvania has emerged
as the leading innovator in light sources. Each year
the record grows. From the introduction of the first
Iong-life incandescent lamps, built especially for shock
and vibration resistants in industrial applications to the
development of internal ly-reflectorized lam ps for
flood and spot Iighting that automatically provide
an efficient new reflector with each lamp change, . . .

to the Sun Gun, and the Flashcube, . . . an astounding
variety of dependable new type lamps are continually
being developed by Sylvania engineers for the home,
business, and industry.

L. Typical range of sizes ol tungsten light sources
L.C. Circline lamps and packaging
R.C. Specia/ small size incandescent lamps
R. Array of tungsten-halogen lamps including single and double

endecl types

Opposite Page

L. Lamps lor every household application
R. Wall lixture using one of the many Decor lamp types
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Good examples of lighting innovations are the
high-output (250 to 750 watts) lipstick-size, tungsten-

halogen lamps being used to create new kinds of
lighting fixtures. These tiny but powerful sources

have opened up a myriad of new fixture design
possibilities for home and industry by providing

flattering white Iight together with the added benefit
of 2,000 hour life - more than 4 times longer than

common incandescent types. Decor lamps, infrared,
ultra-violet and sun lamps, night lights, spotlights,

floodlights, and fluorescents/ represent only a fraction
of the ever-growing Sylvania lighting product line.
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Crowing recognition of the safety factor provided by
adequate street lighting and the productivity improvement
achieved through proper industrial lighting is fast changing

lighting practices across the land. Sylvania's trend-setting
line of mercury lamps has in many ways anticipated these
needs. Together with Iighting equipment engineers, lamp
designers have created efficient, shock resistant mercury

lamps with a wide choice of color temperatures and
efficient, attractive fixtures designed to optimize

their features.

Reflector type lamps, either white or colored, provide
an economical answer to a hundred special lighting tasks

from jewelry displays to manufacturing processes.
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Broad Range of ntercury lantp sources provicles versatility for varied lighting tasks

Opposite Page

L. Colored rellectorized Iantps show ntultiple color choice
R. Candelabradesign is enhanced by gracetul Decor lantps
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Metalarc, an almost magical name in arc-discharge type light
sources/ has in the space of little more than a year revolutionized
sports lighting, supermarket, and department store Iighting by
producing superb color rendition at peak efficiencies. lnfrared
quartz types now are available with such fantastic capacity to
produce heat from a miniature source/ that they have opened
up many possibilities for climate control. They are even used in
laboratories to simulate the extremely intense heat encountered
by space vehicles during re-entry of the earth's atmosphere.

Sylvania produces the widest, most versatile line of residential
decor lamps available from a single manufacturer: Beaded,
twist top, flame shape, iridescent, chimney types and numerous
others in a wild array of colors, sizes, and shapes. And for
special effects, white or richly colored stained glass PAR
lamps are available in smart, appealing packages.

L. Decor |amp packaging qeates sales appeal
L.C. Revo/utionary Metalarc |amps
R. C. Accent lighting adds room interest
Opposite Page

L. The lamous Cro-Lux horne ripener
R. PAR lamps in attractive eye-catching package $,
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lf there is a single most important group of lamps in use today, it is the
fluorescent family, and here Sylvania leads the field in innovations. lts broad
line includes the most efficient, economical, longest life lamps available today

- from one inch to eight feet in length. Not contentwith producing the finest
fluorescents made, Sylvania devised the Caddy-Pack to make group relamping
simpler and less costly, another benefit for Sylvania customers.

More exciting and unusual sign lighting is being designed because of the
variety of shapes and colors available in Sylvania sign lamp types. Vivid or
subtle, whatever the effect wanted, Sylvania lamps help convert the sign

designer's ideas to bright reality.
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L. Caddy-Pack demonstrates innovative packaging
C. Many answers to sign lighting problems
R. New/y developed curvalume means better space utilization for special jobs

Opposite Page

C. The most elticient lluorescent Iamp line commercially available
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Revolutionary is an exciting word, but it is necessary to describe
the projector lamps, theatre, and television lamps, the Sun Cun

concept/ and the whole series of Sun Cun models, and the special
purpose strobotrone, deuterium, and zirconium arc lamps that

stream f rom Sylvania laboratories and factories. By putting optical
reflectors inside the lanrp itself, slide and movie projectors were
completely redesigned . . . smaller and sleeker. Optically perfect

filaments and a special heat-dissipating dichroic coating on
Tru-Flector lamps made these style changes possible.

The Sun Cun movie light was considered so important a contri-
bution that it was recognized by a special "Oscar" from the

Motion Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences. Now a new battery
pack Sun Cun makes night time pictures and movies possible

anywhere, anytime.

L. Specia/ Sun Cun "Oscar"
C. Portable Sun Cun model

R. Heavy duty battery pack unit

Opposite Page

L. Theatrical lighting uses many special sources
LC. Special purpose lamps lor exotic scientific applications

R.C. These projection lamps have changed the projector industry
R. Tungsten-halogen lamps for theatrical Iighting.
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Long the leader in photographic lighting,
where "BIue Dots for Sure Shots" is synony-
mous with dependable performance, Sylvania
made its dependability indisputable with the
dramatic introduction of the Flashcube. AImost
overnight, the Flashcube became a photo-
graphic sensation.

For other lighting applications, Sylvania devised
the mini-ballast to convert less efficient post
top lamps to bright, economical long-life
mercury simply and inexpensively.

lndicator lamps, panel lights, and other minia-
ture lamp types, some as tiny as a grain of rice,
flow from automated precision machinery into
every kind of equipment from telephones to
elevators, to complex electronic equipment.

The invention ol the Flashcube makes this kind
oI picture a simple task

Opposite Page

L. This mini-ballast converts post top lamps to
bright et'f icient mercu ry

L.C. Miniature lamps used lor electronic and other
equipment

R.C. Testing miniature lamps
R. Reprographic light sources
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Panelescent@ lighting, a unique area light source
pioneered by Sylvania, is made either in

special shapes or by the yard as Tape-Lite. lt has
been used for interior decoration, costumes for

theatrical productions, and for controlled
visibility landing field lighting for military

aircraft. lt is used as a space vehicle light source.

Sylvania's control devices and thermostatic
elements provide circuit protection for hair dryers,

refrigerators, model trains, and literally millions

of automobile electrical circuits, to name
only a few of the applications for these tiny
switching elements.

The coil operation, originally formed to supply
internal lamp filament requirements, has put its
engineering and production talent to wider
use and has created a whole new business
supplying special tungsten and other ref ractory
and deposition metal sources to laboratories and
manufacturers.

AUT0milVt

".\
\

L. Panelescent costume in ice show
R. Protective control devices
Opposite Page

L. fungiten mesh high temperature heating e/ement
R. Array of evaporation and deposition sources
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The pioneering Lighting Equipment Division is
growing swiftly through the increasing acceptance

of its newest lighting fixtures. Here as in the
lamp operation, innovation has been the key to

progress. lndoor industrial and commercial
fixtures, such as the Caribbean and Vanguard, are
solving tough Iighting problems. Heat-with-light

technology is putting Sylvania units into the

most modern office buildings. lts Acre-of-Light
unit is helping to make parking areas, malls, car
lots, and shopping centers brighter and safer
through its advanced optics and superior Iight
utilization. The interior decorator line and outdoor
custom designed architectural lighting fixtures
are making Sylvania's the most sought after,
fastest-moving fixture line in the industry.

L. Vanguard fixture for industrial-commercial use
T.R. She/f-fite provides both light and shelt space
B.R. Modulite simulates built-in look
Opposite page

L. Outdoor ball
C. Acre-ol-Lite

globe
boasts

lixture
high efficiency
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R. Acre-o!-Lite shines on duty
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catAppl lons

High level Iighting in Hartford's Constitution Plaza

Opposite Page

T.L. Neck/ace lighting on a New YorkCity btidge
B.L. Metalarc lamps light an indoor tennis court
R. San Diego's Charger Stadium
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It is difficult to find an area where lighting products made by Sylvania do
not provide pleasing, efficient answers to lighting tasks. ln homes, offices,

bridges, tunnels, parking lots, sports arenas, hospitals, theatres, space vehicles,
underground caverns, indoors or out, the always reliable, often unique

benefits of Sylvania's more than 6,000 types of lamps help make our world
brighter, warmer, safer, and more beautiful. And each year new types are

being developed to do these jobs better.

One of Sylvania's most impressive research developments was the Metalarc
lamp, the first and the most effective metallic additive lamp. The lamp is

widely used where both color and high light efficiency are important, such
as in the Montreal Forum and the Boston Carden, for hockey

and basketball games.

The Boston Carden chose Sylvania Metalarc lamps to provide as near daylight
conditions as possible for color telecasting. San Diego chose Metalarc
lamps to illuminate Charger Stadium for the best in color telecasting.
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In business and in transportation, lighting can be the difference between suc-
cess and failure, between safety and danger. Sylvania has repeatedly brought
new ideas to light in aviation and outdoor area lighting. lt developed the
Electronic Flash Approach System using million candlepower strobotrons on
runway approaches. Later the Visual Clide Slope lndicator was added to make
visual landing easier. Even loading areas are safer through the brightness of
Controlled Fluorescent Reflector units that give glare-free airport apron
lighting. Many airports accent their details with versatile tungsten-halogen
and other Sylvania light sources to emphasize their impressive modern design

Metalarc etticiency at Boston's Logan Airport
Opposite Page

T. Mentphis airport uses incandescent sources to achieve
bright sculptured look

B.L. Warnt lighting tor a f inancial institution
B.C. High intensity Iamps aid car sa/es

B.R. Slgn lighting requlres many lamp types.
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Sylvania Metalarc and mercury
lamps are used to create
necklace lighting installations
on bridges in every part of
the country. ln addition to
providing safe crossings, they
make the great sweeping Iines
of suspension bridges even
more beautiful after dark.

Indoor sports lighting is
becoming more and more
specialized, and Sylvania
is a leader in this
special field.

Retail stores and supermarkets
can create a warm lighting climate
with lamps such as Metalarc
which bring out all the color
appeal of food or fabrics and
stimulates customer interest.
ln photographic lighting,
Sylvania's famed Big Shots
photographs are made by
setting off literally
thousands of flash lamps
simultaneously, to dramatize the
possibilities of modern flash
techniques. The Pyramids,
the U.S.S. Antietam, the
famed Horseshoe Curve in
Pennsylvania, and the new
Opera House at New York's
Lincoln Center, have all
been Big Shot subjects.
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T.L. Lighting used to create a contemporary scene
B.L. Proper office lighting provides a good working climate
R. High-intensity Metalarc lamps make possible indoor sports

event te/evlsion

Opposite Page.

Bridges show their character with after-dark li1hting
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T.L. Metalarc again, hete at
nation's 2nd largest lloating

drydock
B.L. Re-entry vehicle testing

with inf ra-red heat sources
T.R. New Lincoln Center

Opera House Big Shot
B.R. Hlgh level-food market

i llumi nation with Metal arc

Opposite Page

Yankee Stadium during a
night baseball game
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Sylvania has been a breeding ground
for new ideas in lamps, in lighting
equipment and in applications techniques.
When it developed the basic Miralume
fixture and first established the
fluorescent fixture industry in 1939,
it assured public acceptance of the
then-new fluorescent lamp. Since then,
Sylvania has marked Iiterally
scores ol "firsts" in lighting. ln
fluorescent lamps, Sylvania developed
the Very High Output lamp and Natural
White lamp, both leaders in their
field; its projector lamp innovations
have changed generations of projector
models; its soft-white incandescent
units were the first ever made.

The Sun Cun movie light, which won
an award for technical achievement
from the Motion Picture Academy of
Arts and Sciences; the Flashcube;
and the Long-Duration Flashlamp have
enabled industries to change their
basic product design or operating
concepts. Faced with the problems of
vibration and shock in outdoor and
industrial I ighting, Sylvania
developed the first ruggedized mercury
lamp, then proceeded to add color-
corrected versions to broaden the whole
market for mercury lighting.

Sylvania developed the first commercially-
successful electroluminescent lamps,
the Cro-Lux plant-growth lamp, and
wafer-wound coils. Sylvania Iighting has
improved working envi ronments, lengthened
useful leisure hours for golf, skating,
and other sports, and enriched the
after-dark beauty of cities and homes.

T.L. Unusual architectural lighting
T.R. Sign lighting spectaculars in Las Vegas

B.L. Atlanta department store accent lighting
B.R. tighting tor lawmakers

Opposite Page

f .L. Aircraft production line
f .C. Merchandise is enhanced by attractive lighting
T.R. New light sources and tixtures make night golf popular
B.L. Dratting room needs high illumination on work surlaces
B.C. Building interiors rellect good lighting design
B.R. Church lighting for a special etlect
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Sylvania engineers are expert in supplying
the proper light from the proper source for
maximum effectiveness and aesthetic achieve-
ment. They have designed fixtures and sources
to illuminate professional and amateur sports
arenas and playing fields in every part of
the country. Yankee Stadium in New York
City uses Sylvania's lamps.

A large new Sylvania fixture, the
Acre-of-Lite, is ideally suited for
playground or parking lot use and to help
reduce after-dark crime. lt provides an
average of five footcandles of light over
an acre of land using Metalarc or mercury
lamps as its light source.

Tungsten-halogen lamps from Sylvania
illuminate space probes in their first
moments of flight. Architectural lighting
awards are won through the versatility of
the broad Sylvania lamp product Iine.
And the march to better lighting continues:
with the exquisite new jewel-like Boutique
lamp, with incredibly rich stained-glass
colored PAR lamps, with the brilliant
Metalarc lamp, with lamps as small as a
grain of rice or larger than a basketball.

T. Airport lighting tower
B. Overall view ol airport lighting

Opposite Page

T. Lighting adds excitement to an attractive building
B.L. Cro-fux grown food production
B.C. Catching a space-vehicle in llight
B.R. Rai/road transportation complex alter dark
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People
Sylvania's most important resource is its people. People

talented in research and development, in marketing,
in management, and in manufacturing are responsible for

Sylvania Lighting Products having been the industry's
leading growth company for more than 25 years.

During this period, Sylvania's share of the market in lamps,
lighting equipment, and allied products has grown

substantially faster than the burgeoning industry itself,
and with it the market share of Sylvania distributors also

has grown. Other major factors contributing to this
growth have been Sylvania's varied and dependable product

Iine, fine engineering and research capabilities,
and a creative sales approach based on the development

of markets as a key to sales growth.

The Sylvania Lighting Products team is balanced for achievement
and effectiveness: Research and development people;

general engineering people; skilled manufacturing personnel;
sales and marketing specialists; staff people experienced

in equipment development, employee, industrial and public
relations; financial experts, and other administrative

line and staff personnel. Together the group continues to
demonstrate the many skills and talents which have

contributed to Sylvania's leadership in the lighting industry.

75



There is an instantly obvious creative climate,
an atmosphere of intense activity pervading at
Sylvania Lighting Center and its satellite plants

and offices. These are people who demonstrate
total involvement in their jobs, in service

to the customer, in all the exciting activity
of a growth oriented organization. The many

different actions that go on simultaneously -

quotations to customers, pricing, new product
introductions, promotion planning, long
range planning - proceed logically and
without delay. The results speak more
eloquently than this description : Outstanding
growth in new products, new services, in
profitability to Sylvania, and in profitability
and satisfaction for Sylvania custorners.
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Personnel development has important implica-
tions, not only for Sylvania employees, but even

more for Sylvania's distributors, Utility customers/
and Original Equipment Manufacturers. The

salesmen who invest time in product information
studies, in application refresher courses/

and financial management studies not only are
better able to increase their sales, but are

in a favorable position to help a customer
select the precise lamps or lighting
equipment for his particular needs. A genuinely
useful and valuable relationship between
the salesman or field engineer and the
customer is created. The result is a deep
loyalty between customer and company and
a sound basis for future business growth.
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The progressive policies of Sylvania Lighting Products reflect
the philosophy of its management team. They are the product
of analysis, discussion, argument/ and testing to anticipate
both short and long range goals. Sylvania personnel close to the
actual markets, and in constant touch with end users, help
provide the facts for sound decisions. For this reason there is a
close rapport among the sales and engineering people in the
field and the headquarters management team. Computerized
information handling also helps determine current market
needs for products and services.

Another Sylvania investment in the growth of the lighting
industry is its computerized system for solving customer lighting
installation problems. With this system a distributor or designer
merely provides the installation data. The computer is pro-
grammed to provide the most nearly ideal solution such as num-
ber of fixtures, type of lamp, relamping schedule, and other
mai ntenance recommendations.
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For a company to succeed as dramatically
as Sylvania Lighting Products has, sound
management is not enough. Service,
factory, engineering, production, account-
ing, clerical, and other support personnel
must demonstrate dedication and re-
sponsibility. ln this regard, the Sylvania
employees are unequaled.

The foresight and constructive attitude of
Sylvania employees have made it pos-
sible to incorporate the latest business
methods, equipment, and techniques and
thereby continually improve productivity
and product quality. The most important
ingredient in Sylvania products is the
pride of the people who make them.
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Manchester, N.H.

Facilities

Sylvania is continually adding new facilities to its impres-
sive list of manufacturing plants. Each plant is designed
to produce distinct lines of Iight sources for maximum
productivity and efficient market distri bution.

The few facilities described in this section are represen-
tative of the large network of plants operated by Sylvania
Lighting Products. . . and illustrate how Sylvania is able
to produce and market high volume products at
popular prices.

90

Lighting Center, Mass.



Exeter, N. H.
This plant specializes in the production of tungsten

coils for the Sylvania Lighting Products and other
industrial customers. Operating with mJcrometer

standards, machines in this plant can twist as much
as 31 linear inches of high quality tungsten wire

into a one-inch filament to insure highly efficient,
long-life light sources. About 350 are employed in

this 80,000 square foot facility.

Sylvan Street, Danvers, Mass.

Nearly 350,000 square feet of space are devoted to

Exeter, N.H.
Danvers, Mass.

producing high efficiency lamps in the world's
largest fluorescent manufacturing plant. About 800

em ployees p rod uce fl uo rescent, diazo, germ i cidal,
appliance, Circline, Cro-Lux and other linear
light sources.

Reidsvi//e, N. C.
ln this modern 220,000-square-foot plant, the Lighting
Equipment Division produces a wide variety of
fluorescent lighting fixtures for industrial and
commercial use. Approximately 150 are employed in this
hi gh-volume operation.
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Reidsvi//e, N.C.

, Versailles, Ky.
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St. Mary's, Pa.

Manchester, N. H.
Manchester is the home of Sylvania's Metalarc and mercury vapor
lamps, both widely used in industrial and commercialapplications
for high-level, low-cost lighting. Metalarc has become popular
where high-level area lighting with fine color rendition is necessary,
such as in shopping center parking lots.

Sylv ani a Li ghti ng Center
Sylvania Li ghting Products headquarters. This ultra-modern bui lding
in Danvers, Mass., houses the Sylvania Lighting Center, nerve center of
the 25-plant lighting complex. A honeycomb of laboratories houses
research specialists in plasma physics, crystallography, chemistry,
optics, metallurgy, glass technology, and instrumentation. Sales, public
relations, sales promotion, market applications, engineering,
marketing, product development, advertising, industrial relations,
industrial engineering, and purchasing offices are located here.

Versailles, Ky.
A smaller version of the world's largest fluorescent plant has been built
in Versailles to supply high quality fluorescent products to Sylvania's
mid-continent marketing areas. More than 200 employees pour
thousands of pre-tested fluorescent lamps into consumer pipelines
from this ultra-modern 160,000-square-foot production center.

Dyersburg,Tenn.
When Sylvania invented the Flashcube, a new facility devoted
entirely to the production of the revolutionary new photographic
light source was required. Approximately 800 persons are employed
in th is 1 50,000-square-foot plant.

St. Marys, Pa.

lncandescent lamps are produced in this 240,000-square-foot plant.
ln this facility, selected as one of the "Ten Best Plants" of the year
when built, some 450 employees turn out millions of household
type incandescent lamps daily.

(
Dyersburg, Tenn.
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Manufacturing
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The manufacturing facilities of
Sylvania Lighting Products are among
the most modern and efficient in
the world. Twenty-five plants in 13
states produce and ship more than
6,000 different types of lamps, as
well as the fastest growing line of
commercial, industrial, and
arch itectu ral lighting fixtu res.

Using highly advanced automated
machinery, these plants produce
millions of incandescent,
fluorescent, and photoflash lamps
each day.

Thousands of pounds of natural
quartz crystals are melted daily in
special furnaces and drawn into
precision quartz tubing for use in
mercury and Metalarc lamps.

Plants have been designed to
manufacture specific types of
lamps with special process, quality
control, and packaging machinery
developed for each operation. The
resultant efficiency is passed on
to the buyer in lower costs and
greater dependabi I ity.

L. Drawing quartz tubing f rom specially designed lurnace
R. Detai/ ol tube drawing clamps

Opposite Page

L. Production packaging, f Iuorescent lamp f acility
T.R. lnspection of phosphor coating in lamp tubes

B.R. Acfusting a lixture forming press
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ol operations in the Equipment Development machine shopjJ 
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Two equipment development plants
design and build the automated
machinery and systems for Sylvania's
manufacturing plants, such as the
world's largest and most efficient
fluorescent plant located in Danvers,
Mass. Here massive trailers loaded
with glass and other components enter
at one end and finished, packaged
lamps flow from the other end of the
production line for loading and
shipment.

The machinery and equipment
built by Sylvania ranges from a

m u lti-station chassis, simultane-
ously performing hundreds of
steps in the production of
microminiature lamps, to the
block-long fl uorescent production
equipment. The high speed precision
chassis developed for these tasks

make Sylvania one of the
country's six leading producers
of automation chassis.

By working with other departments
such as the Emissive Products
Operation, developers of the
tungsten mesh heating element,
general engineering built a quartz
melting furnace superior to any
available, capable of high production
and continuous operation far
exceedi n g previous capabi I ities.
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L. /ncandescent lamp packaging for retail sales
T.C. Raw glass tubes tor automated production line
T.R. Specia/ incandescent lamps on test
B.C. Production packaging equipment
B.R. Coniometer tor light output measurement

Opposite Page

T.L. Circline lamp test station
T.C. Operating environmental test controls
T.R. Phosphor development I aboratory
B. Fluorescent Iamp inspection
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Each manufacturing step from
component assembly to final pack-
aging is monitored by quality control
procedures. Quality and depend-
ability cannot be inspected into a
product. They must be built in.
Sylvania's quality assurance and zero
defects programs are two methods
used to achieve high reliability and
superior lamp performance.
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Much of the modern equipment used

in Sylvania Lighting Products
plants dwarfs standard machinery.

Huge hydroform machines and mas-
sive punch presses convert long rolls

of metal sheet into a continuous
flow of finished fixrure shells.

The development of a horizontal
method for the manufacture of

fluorescent lamps increased
production rates while providing
substantial savings and improved

100



T.L. Metal stamping feed-reels and presses
T.C. C/ass sealing operation
B.L. Curing-cycle Panelescent Nite-lites
B.C. Lamp-forming sequence
R. Panelescent Nite-Lite blanks on drying rack

Opposite Page

L. F/uorescent lamp etch imprinting
f. Large |ixture-stamping presses
B.L. Detai/ ol imprinting rollers
B.R. Automated lamp manutacturing

performance for the consumer.

The development of Panelescent
Iighting devices has been pioneered
by Sylvania. Now this unusual
area-type light source is available
in shaped or stamped metal form
or in a flexible plastic model in
lengths up to several hundred feet.
Having no filament, this light
source is extremely shock resistant
and of particular interest for govern-
ment and military applications.
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L. /ncandescent lamp testing
T.R. Phosphor coating of glass tubes
B.R. loading production line with tubing

Opposite Page

T.L. Pre-packaging lamp sorting
T.C. Light output check
T.R. Autornated lanlp production
B.L. P I asm a-di schar ge rese arch
B.C. Preliminary lamp test
B.R. Filament loading of lamp bases
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The introduction of special phosphors, improved
cathodes, and special gas fills have enabled Sylvania
to maintain its fluorescent product advantage
over competitors.

The speed with which incandescent lamps, Flash-
cubes, and photoflash lamps come from production
lines dramatically demonstrates the skill and
expertise of Sylvania's manufacturing personnel.
This complex machinery is regularly converted
from producing one type of product to another
and back again, depending on market requirements

The company's quality assurance methods are
among the most stringent in the industry. Fluores-
cent lamps undergo 278 individual quality tests
before being released for sale to consumers. The
manufacturing group has the prime respdnsibility
for establishing and maintaining Sylvania's repu-
tation for quality products at low cost.
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60 Boston Street
Salem, Massach usetts 01 970

100 Constitution Plaza
Hartford, Connecticut 061 03

1000 Huyler Street
Teterboro, New Jersey 07602

730 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

4700 Parkside Avenue
Phi ladelphia, Pennsylvania 1 91 3'l

25 Dewberry Lane
Cardenville lndustrial Park
Buffalo, New York 14224

5480 Creek Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

4848 West 130th Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

10800 Ford Road
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

1910 Cochran Road
Pittsbu rgh, Pennsylvani a 15220

Distribution Centers A

District Sales Offices

2115 Sylvan Rd. S.W.
Atlanta, Ceorgia 30310

3811 North Davidson Street
Charlotte, North Carol ina 282O5

3625 East 11th Avenue
Hialeah, Florida 33013

Estes Street
lpswich, Massachusetts 01 938

4700 Parkside Avenue
Phi ladel phia, Pennsylvan ia 19131

6610 Electronic Drive
Sp ri n gf i el d, Y ir gini a 221 51

1000 Huyler Street
Teterboro, New Jersey 07602

450 Funston Road
Kansas City, Kansas 66115

2001 North Cornell Avenue
Melrose Park, lllinois 60160

10721W.Capitol Drive
Mi lwaukee, Wisconsin 53222

2211 East Hen nepi n Aven ue
Minneapol is, Minnesota 55413

5010 Kemper Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

2115 Sylvan Road, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30310

3811 North Davidson Street
Charlotte, North Carol ina 28205

6610 Electronic Drive
Spri ngfield, Vi rgi n ia 22150

1010 Executive Center Drive
Room 220, Orlando, Florida 3280i

100 Fordyce Street
Dallas, Texas75207

5510 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans, Louisiana 70123

25 Dewberry Lane
Cardenville Industrial Park
Buffalo, New York 14224

5480 Creek Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

4848 West 130th Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

10800 Ford Road
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

450 Butler Street
P.O. Box 9544
Pittsbu rgh, Pen nsylvan i a 15223

100 Fordyce Street
Dallas, Texas752O7

450 Funston Road
Kansas City, Kansas 66115

4675 Holly Street
Denver, Colorado 80216

6505 East Cayhart Street
Los Angeles, California 90054

Security Bank Building
Suite 903
233 " A" Street
San Diego, California 92101

Cascade Plaza Building
2B2BS. W. Corbett Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97201

1811 Adrian Road
Burl ingame, Cal iforn ia 94010

750 S. Michigan Street
Seattle, Washington 981 0B

333 West 1st Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

21040 Creenfield Road
Oak Park, Michigan 48237

Franklin National Bank Building
Garden City, L.l. New York 11532

2001 North Cornell Avenue
Melrose Park, Illinois 60160

2211 E. Hennepin Avenue
Mi nneapol is, Mi nnesota 55413

5510 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans, Louisiana 70123

5010 Kemper Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

1811 Adrian Road
Bu rli ngame, Cal ifornia 94010

4675 Holly Street
Denver, Colorado 80216

6505 East Cayhart Street
Los Angeles, California 90054

750 South Michigan Street
Seattle, Washington 98108
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The marketing philosophy of Sylvania Lighting
Products is constantly being modified to ref.
lect the continual changes in our dynamic
industry. Some aspects, however, remain con-
stant, such as the regard for product integrity,
and the importance assigned to customer
needs and service.
Sylvania long ago decided that its future
strength was largely dependent on the growth

of its distributor customers. The
soundness of this decision has been proven by
Sylvania's continuing success. By developing
new products and improving older products,
it has developed new applications and helped
its distributors gain a larger share of their
respective markets. The emphasis on progres
sive marketing creates a platform for profit-
ability both for Sylvania and its customers.

Marketing
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L. Working out a course problem
T.C. Sa/es lorce |earns latest marketing facts
T.R. Application engineering seminar
B.C. International sales seminar

Opposite Page. Relresher courses keep sa/es
engi neers current on product
advantages
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To communicate the many benefits of doing business with Sylvania, the company utilizes
the most appropriate marketing media and mass communications techniques.
Participation in trade shows provides a dramatic means for announcing new products and stressing
the multiple advantages of existing Sylvania products. Elaborate exhibits are built and shipped
throughout the country for scores of national, regional, and local shows and conventions.
Consumer, industrial, distributor, and military buyers are thus kept informed about Sylvania
products and services. These exhibits also provide a means for obtaining valuable feedback
concerning changes in customer requirements.
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T.L. One ol several computer centers

T.C. Visitors learn abouivariety o! CT&E products

n. t"tit["tin g visibility gained with new tungsten-halogen lights

B.L. Intormal idea exchange at a sa/es meeting
B.C. Customers being shown new light energy sources

Opposite Page

L. Retai/ store merchandiser rack
R. Typical industrial-commercial product exhibit
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Building quality products is only a part
of the marketing function. Packaging,
promotion, product information, dis-
tribution, and service can be just as
important as the product itself.

The depth and variety of marketing
services available from Sylvania is un-
matched in the industry. The sophisti-
cated packaging used for Sylvania
lighting products is not only the most
modern and attractive, it has a number
of other valuable benefits. ln the con-
sumer area, it capitalizes on the fact
that lamps are often an impulse pur-
chase. The color coding of Sylvania
lamps by wattage is a strong reminder
to the shopping housewife, and makes
warehousing, stocking, and display
simpler for the retailer. New product
development, and clever, helpful pack-
aging, demonstrate Sylvania's dedica-
tion to making life easier for the con-
sumer. lndustrial product packaging
such as the Caddy-Pack has special
utility features. Sun lamps, infrared, and
Decor Lamp packages vie successfully
for the consumer's eye and interest.

Advertising and Direct Mail programs
are designed to build recognition and
acceptance within market areas.
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Distribution requirements are
handled on a 24-hour basis through
30 Sylvania Lighting Products
Sales Offices and 27 distribution
centers strategically located around
the country. All units are linked
by a 20,000 mile private wire system
control led by headquarters
computers to maintain adequate
inventory. Even the most
unexpected requirement can be
handled by air shipment through
the nearest distribution point. The
staff of each district sales office
includes a professional engineer to
help solve customer lighting
problems or act as liaison with the
engineering group at Sylvania
Lighting Center. The recently intro-
duced lighting maintenance program -"Computerized Relamping R,"

- utilizes this combination com-
puter-wire service network to
provide idealized solutions for main-
tenance contractors and other
customers. Requirements for special
light sources can also be
handled through the district office
swiftly and successfully.

Unequaled distribution lacilities provide distributors,
dealers and customers with the latest protlucts lrom

strategically located warehouses and di stri buti on cente/s
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L. Control panel ol the HeatlLight
laboratory at the Lighting Center

Opposite Page. Strong distributor
relationships based on mutual

cooperation hel p develop
market penetration
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For the aggressive distributor, Sylvania services can make
a great difference in profitability and growth. Any Sylvania
lamp distributor can take advantage of our free Financial
Advisory Service, Product Refresher Courses, Application
Seminars, lncentive Programs, Market Potential Analysis,
Sales Training Courses, Utility Support Programs, Product
Clinics, Direct Mail Programs, Warehouse Service, Product
Literature, Demonstration Equipment, and Technical Mar-
keting Services.
This Distributor Leadership Support Program is unequaled
in the industry. lt is the most effective way Sylvania can
demonstrate its commitment to its customers.
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We hope you have enjoyed this visual tour of Sylvania Lighting Prod-

ucts facilities and areas of activity. We realize it is impossible for
everyone to visit all of our plants, but we would welcome you to
visit Sylvania Lighting center in Danvers, Mass. This administration
and research headquarters of Sylvania Lighting Products is the world's
most modern facility specializing in lighting, radiant energy and light-
ing equipment research and development.

These are our lacilities-our people-and our capabilities. AII are

available to meet your lighting requirements.
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